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Abstract

This paper presents an overview of admittance control as a method of physical interaction control between machines and

humans. We present an admittance controller framework and elaborate control scheme that can be used for controller

design and development. Within this framework, we analyze the influence of feed-forward control, post-sensor inertia

compensation, force signal filtering, additional phase lead on the motion reference, internal robot flexibility, which also

relates to series elastic control, motion loop bandwidth, and the addition of virtual damping on the stability, passiv-

ity, and performance of minimal inertia rendering admittance control. We present seven design guidelines for achieving

high-performance admittance controlled devices that can render low inertia, while aspiring coupled stability and proper

disturbance rejection.
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1. Introduction

During physical human–robot interaction (pHRI) a robot

measures motions of or forces from the human and ade-

quately responds to these. Several control methods exist for

controlling robots in contact with a mechanical environ-

ment (Zeng and Hemami, 1997), namely: (in)direct force

control (Maples and Becker, 1986), impedance control

(Hogan, 1985), admittance control (Newman, 1992; Whit-

ney, 1977), and full-state interaction control (Albu-Schäffer

et al., 2004, 2007). The human user is usually seen as a

special case of the environment.

In this paper we discuss the admittance control paradigm,

a control method that is not commonly used for haptic inter-

action control (Faulring et al., 2007). By measuring the

interaction force with the human user, the set-point to a low-

level motion controller is changed through virtual model

dynamics to achieve some preferred interaction respon-

sive behavior (Lammertse, 2004; Maples and Becker, 1986;

Whitney, 1977) (see Figure 1). The motion controller is

commonly a reference following velocity controller, due to

power conjugation of force and velocity, and this is what we

will assume in the remainder of the text.

By making the relation between the measured force and

the velocity reference, the virtual model dynamics, consis-

tent with laws of mechanics, simulation of physical dynam-

ical systems is possible (Adams and Hannaford, 1999;

Van der Linde et al., 2002).

Admittance control is the opposite, or dual (Adams

and Hannaford, 1999; Lammertse, 2004), of the ubiqui-

tous method of impedance control (Hogan, 1985), where

forces are applied, either through open-loop or closed-loop

control, to the human user after motion is detected. The

naming reflects the causality of the used virtual model

dynamics. Owing to this dual nature of admittance control

and impedance control, they naturally excel at both differ-

ent ends of the “haptic spectrum” (Adams and Hannaford,

1999; Faulring et al., 2007; Ott et al., 2010; Yokokohji

et al., 1996). For admittance controlled devices it is eas-

ier to render stiff virtual surfaces and a challenge to render

low inertia. It is troubled by dynamically interacting with

stiff real surfaces (constrained motion) (Adams and Han-

naford, 1999; Newman and Zhang, 1994; Surdilovic, 1996).

Impedance control, on the other hand, is a better candidate

to render low inertia but not to render stiff virtual surfaces.

It is troubled by dynamically interacting with low inertia

(free motion) (Adams and Hannaford, 1999).
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Fig. 1. Basic stand-alone admittance control diagram of an

uncoupled admittance controlled robot. It shows the measured

externally applied force Fext, passing through the virtual dynam-

ics Yv to generate velocity reference vd . A controller C attempts

to enforce this velocity on the robot Yr by applying a control force

Fc through an actuator (not shown). External force Fext also acts

directly on the robot dynamics Yr. The resulting motion of the

robot is given by v.

2. Motivation

Although admittance control has been applied successfully

in multiple devices (see Section 3.2), an overview of appli-

cations, properties, and possibilities of admittance control

is lacking. We provide an overview of the development

and applications of admittance control. In addition, we

briefly recapitulate the notions of stability and passivity of

admittance controlled systems. The main contribution of

this work is the presentation of an elaborate admittance

controller framework and its control scheme that summa-

rizes major contributions from literature and experience,

which can be used for controller design and development.

Within this framework, we analyze the influence of (1) feed-

forward control, (2) force signal filtering, (3) post-sensor

inertia compensation, (4) the addition of virtual damp-

ing, (5) additional phase lead on the motion reference, (6)

motion loop bandwidth, and (7) internal robot flexibility

(which in the limit directly relates to series elastic con-

trol) on the stability, passivity, and performance of minimal

inertia rendering admittance control. Finally, these analy-

ses lead to a set of design guidelines for achieving high-

performance admittance controlled devices that can render

low inertia, aspiring robust coupled stability. The analy-

ses are focus solely on single-degree-of-freedom (single-

DOF), single interface linear-time-invariant (LTI) systems

with one-port admittance interaction.

3. Background

3.1. Naming

The name admittance control dates back to 1992 due to the

developments of Newman (1992), Gullapalli et al. (1992),

and Schimmels and Peshkin (1992). Different names for

what is commonly called admittance control can be found

in the literature: position-based (Carignan and Smith, 1994;

Colbaugh et al., 1992; Heinrichs et al., 1997; Lawrence

and Stoughton, 1987; Ott and Nakamura, 2009; Pelletier

and Doyon, 1994) or velocity-based impedance control

(Duchaine and Gosselin, 2007). It is sometimes inter-

changed with impedance control (Aguirre-Ollinger et al.,

2007; Rahman et al., 1999). In all cases there is the mea-

surement of force that generates a motion control reference

or a deviation from such a reference.

Some authors distinguish between motion-based

impedance control and admittance control by focusing in

the former case on motion tracking and in the latter case

on force tracking (Seraji and Colbaugh, 1997; Ueberle

and Buss, 2004; Zeng and Hemami, 1997). We choose

to use the generic term admittance control for all types

of force-to-desired-motion relationships in this work, and

recognize the fact that an admittance controller can track

both motion and forces simultaneously.

The desired dynamical behavior, the admittance, felt

at the “interaction port” where the human interacts with

the device, is called by different names: desired dynam-

ics (Carignan and Cleary, 2000), target dynamics (Carig-

nan and Cleary, 2000; Dohring and Newman, 2003),

mechanical drive point mobility (Newman, 1992), virtual

admittance/environment/model/dynamics (Adams and Han-

naford, 1999; Lammertse, 2004), or driving-point dynam-

ics (Colgate and Hogan, 1988). It could also be called the

indirect force controller.

Dependent on the form of the desired dynamical behav-

ior, several authors adopt different names for the con-

troller. The term admittance control is used for a inertia

simulation (Lammertse, 2004), but also for pure damping

(Carmichael and Liu, 2013; Nambi et al., 2011) or generic

force to motion simulation (Adams and Hannaford, 1999;

Yokokohji et al., 1996). Accommodation control is solely

used for pure damping behavior (Newman, 1992; Whitney,

1977). Finally, compliance control is used for pure spring

behavior (Zeng and Hemami, 1997). If the controller is to

mask only (static) friction effects and keep the same iner-

tia (its natural admittance) as the robot system, Newman

and Zhang (1994) proposed the name natural admittance

control (NAC).

In this work, we take the aforementioned single analyses,

and the major innovations and combine them into a single

framework. We use the term virtual dynamics (or virtual

admittance) to describe the dynamics we want the device to

display to the human, and to refer to the model that is used

to calculate a velocity reference for a velocity controller to

track. The dynamics that are actually felt by the human will

be called the apparent dynamics (or apparent admittance),

which preferably approaches the virtual dynamics.

3.2. History and applications

Interaction control gained widespread academic interest

after the pioneering work of Hogan (1985) and Colgate

(1988) on impedance control and passivity at the end of the

1980s. The first mentions of using a control method very

similar to admittance control date back to Whitney (1977),

where it was used to respond to hard contact in indus-

trial applications and therefore for indirect force control

purposes.
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Initially, interaction control was developed for applica-

tions such as welding and deburring, where stiff robot

position control was highly impractical due to high stiff-

ness and friction of the processed parts (Colbaugh et al.,

1992; Schimmels and Peshkin, 1992, 1994; Seraji and Col-

baugh, 1997; Whitney, 1977). Accommodation and admit-

tance control were first introduced on retrofitted industrial

robots (Colbaugh et al., 1992; Dohring and Newman, 2003;

Glosser and Newman, 1994; Maples and Becker, 1986; Pel-

letier and Doyon, 1994; Whitney, 1977). Ott and Nakamura

(2009) exploited a force sensor in the base to increase the

safety of the system. Bascetta et al. (2013) use variable

admittance control for teaching of industrial manipulators

to interact safely during manufacturing.

A patent from Fokker Control Systems (US4398889 A)

describes admittance control in flight simulator devices

in the field of control loading, starting from 1980. First

mentions pHMI come from haptic master devices to ren-

der virtual dynamics in flight simulation and later in more

generic scenarios (Adams and Hannaford, 2002; Clover,

1999; Strolz and Buss, 2008). In these cases virtual envi-

ronments with admittance causality could be simulated,

allowing more straightforward rendering of constrained

motions.

Mentions of active devices capable of safe interaction

between human and machines emerged at the beginning of

the 1990s (Hogan, 1989; Kazerooni, 1990). Further devel-

opment of the method led to successful practical admit-

tancebased devices such as the HapticMaster (Van der

Linde and Lammertse, 2003; Van der Linde et al., 2002)

for generic haptic simulation, the Simodont for the training

of dental practice, and Lopes II (Meuleman et al., 2013) for

the rehabilitation of human walking, all developed by Moog

Inc. (Moog Inc., 2014).

Faulring et al. (2004, 2007) mentioned the use of

Cobots with continuous variable transformers (CVTs) to

be able to render stiff constraints in an admittance con-

trol mode. Other methods employ admittance control in a

master-slave setup (Kragic et al., 2005; Lee et al., 2008)

for surgery.

Exoskeleton control, used for the upper extremities

(Carignan et al., 2009; Huo et al., 2011; Kim et al.,

2012; Miller and Rosen, 2010; Yu et al., 2011), is some-

times implemented in multi-DOF admittance-controlled

devices to aid in rehabilitation (Carmichael and Liu, 2013;

Colombo et al., 2005; Culmer et al., 2005, 2010; Ozkul

and Erol Barkana, 2011; Stienen et al., 2010). Rendering

low inertia and task-dependent stiffness assist the wearer

in making motions with the arm. Owing to the motion-

controlled nature of the device, it can switch seamlessly

between admittance control and pure motion control. This

makes it a good candidate for identification of the human

neuromusculoskeletal system dynamics through applied

position perturbations, and for switching between auto-

mated, reactive, and cooperative tasks, as explained by

Stienen et al. (2011).

Several lower-extremity exoskeleton devices use admit-

tance control to render low impedance (high admittance)

during the generation of locomotion patterns for rehabil-

itation purposes (Bortole et al., 2013; Meuleman et al.,

2013). For mobile lower-extremity rehabilitation the admit-

tance controller is used to have carts move with the patient

with minimal effort (Patton et al., 2008). Other designs are

developed for knee recovery specifically (Aguirre-Ollinger

et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2009). A method used by Aguirre-

Ollinger et al. (2007, 2011) is to use admittance control with

acceleration feedback as implicit force control to reduce

the inertia of the lower leg of the human to facilitate knee

recovery (Aguirre-Ollinger et al., 2012). Rehabilitation of

the ankle with admittance control is described by Saglia

et al. (2010).

Admittance control for end-point interaction is mainly

used for power amplification or load reduction (Colgate

et al., 2003; Kazerooni and Guo, 1993; Lecours et al.,

2012; Surdilovic and Radojicic, 2007) and the masking of

unwanted dynamical effects in industrial applications. In

these cases the heavy-load-bearing capabilities of large and

strong devices can result in substantial power amplification

of a human user.

Special cases of admittance control can be found for

interaction with humanoids (Li et al., 2012; Okunev

et al., 2012), anthropomorphic arms and hands (Yamada

et al., 2013), aerial vehicles (Augugliaro and D’Andrea,

2013), and mobile carts (Wang et al., 2015).

Furthermore, learning and adapting admittance control

schemes have been implemented (Gullapalli et al., 1992).

Adaptive models, time-varying parameters, or neural net-

works are used to optimize the interaction between the

device and the human towards some objective (Dimeas

et al., 2013; Prabhu and Garg, 1998; Yu et al., 2013).

3.3. Design challenges

Owing to the velocity or position controlled nature of many

admittance controlled devices, it is straightforward to create

stiff or dissipative haptic constraints to assist in coopera-

tive human–robot tasks. When the human is not supposed

to be constrained, the device should have high admittance

(i.e. low impedance). Preferably, the apparent admittance

should be higher than the natural admittance of the inert,

heavy, and dissipative robot.

Infinite admittance, or zero impedance, over the complete

frequency range is impossible to achieve on an admittance

controlled device due to division by zero in the force–

velocity relationship. A common approach is to have the

virtual dynamics be a pure virtual inertia (Aguirre-Ollinger

et al., 2007) that is as “low as possible,” while retaining

stability when coupled to the user. The pure virtual iner-

tia assures low impedance for low frequencies, attenuation

of high frequencies, and non-dissipative behavior. The low

virtual inertia admittance approach is the same as high inte-

gral indirect force control with an inner velocity-control
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loop. The integral force gain is the reciprocal of the virtual

inertia. Effectively, the low virtual inertia generates a force

controller that attempts to minimize the interaction force

between device and the user.

A problem with this method (further described in Sec-

tion 5.3) is that when lowering the virtual inertia, the robot

becomes unstable when in contact with stiffened human

limbs or stiff environments. To reduce the apparent iner-

tia while keeping safe and stable interaction behavior is

therefore a challenge for admittance control.

Owing to the high bandwidth of the inner motion-

control loop, the admittance controller can achieve signif-

icant masking of nonlinear static friction effects inherent

to the device itself (Newman and Zhang, 1994). The draw-

back of such a high motion-control bandwidth is the sen-

sitivity of the controller to drive-train backlash and flex-

ibility. Drive-train backlash and flexibility can result in

unstable position-velocity limit cycles (Aguirre-Ollinger

et al., 2007).

3.4. Admittance control in perspective

3.4.1. Admittance control as a form of teleoperation.

Admittance control can be seen as a form of indirect force

control (Zeng and Hemami, 1997), or as a specific case of a

bilateral teleoperation controller. The latter fits the frame-

work of the 4C Controller, as popularized by Lawrence

(1993) and Hashtrudi-Zaad and Salcudean (2001). In this

case it comprises a virtual admittance slave with possi-

bly added virtual environment, without any communica-

tion delays. In this framework it is called the position–

force architecture, reflecting the human causality instead of

model causality. Attempting to simulate any “virtual slave”

system on an admittance controlled setup is similar to

designing a master–slave setup with dissimilar master–slave

dynamics and kinematics.

3.4.2. Admittance versus impedance control. The main

difference between admittance control and impedance con-

trol is that the former controls motion after a force is mea-

sured, and the latter controls force after motion or deviation

from a set point is measured (Lammertse, 2004).

Impedance controlled devices are commonly used for

manual haptic and teleoperation displays. Admittance con-

trol is used more often in larger non-backdrivable high-

friction devices that are of the full-body type (e.g. wearable

robotics) and heavy-duty type (e.g. industry). This differ-

ence is mainly due to the ease of designing adequately per-

forming impedance controlled devices with open-loop force

generation. It circumvents the need of using a force sensor,

which is generally expensive and sensitive to drift and tem-

perature change, and does not demand stiff mechanics of

the robot as is preferred for a closed-loop force controlled

system. A drawback of such an impedance control method

is the disturbing “feel” of the remaining parasitic dynam-

ics and friction effects of the device itself (Adams and

Hannaford, 1999). Therefore, these impedance devices are

commonly designed to be lightweight and to have low fric-

tion. If the impedance control force generation is open loop,

the device is highly forgiving to backlash and drive-train

flexibility.

If explicit force control is used in the impedance con-

troller, i.e. impedance control with force feedback (Adams

and Hannaford, 1999; Carignan and Cleary, 2000; Faulring

et al., 2007), the system’s parasitic dynamics are highly sup-

pressed. However, low-frequency resonant modes and back-

lash will destabilize the system (Adams and Hannaford,

1999). The closed-loop control of force in impedance con-

trol, and the closed-loop control of motion in admittance

control, result in better approaching of the virtual dynam-

ics. Possible non-collocation of force sensor and actuator

limits the achievable force control bandwidth in impedance

control. This is less of a problem in admittance control,

since the actuator and velocity sensor are usually collocated,

although such internal flexibility allows for less robust cou-

pled stability and reduced approximation of the virtual

dynamics. The range of achievable apparent dynamics or z-

width (Colgate and Brown, 1994) is higher for admittance

control than for impedance control (Adams and Hannaford,

1999; Faulring et al., 2007).

4. Stability and passivity

In contrast to a motion servo, a system that focuses on stable

physical interaction aspires several kinds of stability (Col-

gate and Hogan, 1988), of which the last will be discussed

separately.

1. Uncoupled stability, when the device is “free,” not being

in contact with a human.

2. Contact transition stability, when transitioning from

being free to being in contact.

3. Coupled stability, when the device is and stays in

contact with a user or environment.

In practical cases the admittance controlled robot will

make contact, or will already be in contact with a human, an

object or the fixed world. The possible making or breaking

of contact, is a contact transition, which can lead to non-

trivial transition or switching instability (Liberzon, 2003).

However, we neglect the transitioning stage in our analy-

ses, assuming a robotic device that has been held by, or

attached to, a human user for sufficiently long time, or has

its controller software started while already fully in contact

or when fully uncoupled.

4.1. Coupled stability

A human and machine being in contact, exchanging

mechanical power or exerting forces bilaterally, behave as

a single coupled system as shown in Figure 2. Coupling

stability is non-trivial, since two separately stable systems
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Fig. 2. Interconnection of admittance controlled robot that has

apparent admittance Ya and the human that has impedance Zh,

creating closed-loop (coupled) interaction behavior. The external

voluntary force from the human is given by F∗, the force gener-

ated by the intrinsic human dynamics is given by Fint, which both

sum to the total external force Fext experienced by the robot. This

external force passes through the complete system dynamics Ya

(see Figure 1) and results in real velocity v.

can exhibit coupled instability (Colgate, 1988), or an unsta-

ble robot system could become stable after coupling it to a

human user.

The coupling of an admittance controlled device with

apparent admittance Ya to an impedance human user Zh cre-

ates a “force loop” with negative feedback. For controlled

devices interacting with a human user, the stability behav-

ior is therefore highly dependent on the user’s impedance

characteristics (Zeng and Hemami, 1997).

4.2. Robust coupled stability: energy passivity

The analysis method related to energy passivity (Raisbeck,

1954) made its way from electrical network coupling sta-

bility to robot–human and robot–environment interaction.

It allows the use of a similar argument to guarantee stability

of robots during interaction (i.e. coupling) with all possi-

ble energetically passive environments. The situation where

the robot interacts with a human user is different, in the

sense that the human user can exhibit non-passive dynami-

cal behavior (Dyck et al., 2013). However, from everyday

experience we know that the interaction of humans with

passive objects is stable. Therefore, as long as the con-

trolled robot’s apparent dynamics are energetically passive,

the interaction between robot and human will be stable.

Energetically passive behavior of the apparent dynamics

of the controlled robot, together with good performance,

form therefore a design “goal” to aim for, since it puts the

responsibility of interaction stability with the human. Pas-

sivity conditions are useful during controller design, and are

investigated in the remainder of this work.

4.2.1. Definition. The definition of an energetically pas-

sive one-port system is that it cannot deliver more energy

than what was put into it (Colgate, 1988); i.e. for mechani-

cal systems it would be required that

∫ t

−∞
F( τ ) v( τ ) dτ ≥ 0 (1)

where F and v are power-conjugated force and velocity

inputs or outputs of a mechanical system of either admit-

tance or impedance causality. If the apparent dynamical

behavior of the robot during free motions is designed to

behave like a passive system in accordance with Equa-

tion (1), stability is guaranteed for any combination of the

passive robot coupled to another passive system.

Colgate (1988) described a method to assess passivity

in the frequency domain for LTI systems. A single-DOF

LTI controlled robot, in our case the uncoupled apparent

dynamics Ya in admittance form (see Ya in Figure 2) is

passive if and only if ;

1. Ya( s) has no poles in the right half of the complex plane

(i.e. uncoupled stability);

2. any imaginary poles of Ya( s) are simple and have with

positive real residues (i.e. a positive coefficient after

partial fractional expansion);

3. R {Ya( jω) } ≥ 0, ∀ω ∈ R (i.e. the admittance is

positive real for all positive and negative real frequen-

cies; for discrete time systems this is required up to the

positive and negative Nyquist frequency).

The first condition we usually conform to in stable

motion control. The combination of the second and third

conditions is commonly referred to as the positive real con-

dition (Colgate, 1988), which provides useful design guide-

lines. Following Dohring and Newman (2003), the positive

real condition for systems without time delay reduces to the

demand that R {N} R {D} + I {N} I {D} ≥ 0, ∀ω ∈ R,

with N and D being the numerator and denominator of Ya,

respectively, and R {·} and I {·} the real and imaginary parts

of the argument, respectively. This condition leads to an

even polynomial in angular frequency ω. If the coefficient

for the ω0 term is zero, all remaining polynomial coeffi-

cients should be greater than, or equal to, zero to have a

passive dynamical system. These coefficients being greater

than, or equal to, zero, including the uncoupled stability

conditions, give all the necessary passivity conditions. If the

polynomial has a non-zero coefficient for ω0, then finding

marginal passivity conditions can become more involved.

Fourth-order polynomials, which are effectively second-

order polynomials in ω2, then require discriminant analysis.

For higher-order polynomials there might not be a generally

applicable method to find analytical marginal passivity con-

ditions. Nevertheless, the more straightforward demand that

all coefficients should be greater than, or equal to, zero for

a polynomial in ω of any order guarantees a passive system,

albeit conservative (i.e. dissipating). In the analyses in this

work, we will use this more strict demand that all polyno-

mial coefficients should be greater than, or equal to, zero to

determine system passivity.

A consequence of the positive real condition is that,

the apparent dynamics Ya cannot have a relative pole-zero

excess greater than 1 and the system has to be minimum-

phase (i.e. no unstable zeroes).
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4.2.2. Practicality. Several authors suggest that enforcing

passivity is too conservative for human–machine interac-

tion (Adams and Hannaford, 1999; Buerger and Hogan,

2006; Haddadi, 2011; Hashtrudi-Zaad and Salcudean,

2001; Willaert et al., 2009). This is mainly due to the

fact that the human interaction impedance in practice is

bounded. Therefore, aiming for coupled stability with any

human limb that can be infinitely stiff, infinite in inertial

mass, or infinitely dissipative, is conservative.

A controller design method used by Adams and Han-

naford (1999) to take finite human impedance into account,

is to absorb the maximal and minimal human admittance

into the robot’s apparent admittance. The new robot admit-

tance is coupled to an abstract passive human impedance

that is allowed to take on any value. This allows for appli-

cation of the positive real condition for design, while still

accounting for the limited human impedance range.

Investigations into the limited impedance ranges of the

human arm are also discussed by Buerger and Hogan (2006,

2007). The coupled stability problem is consequently han-

dled as a robust control problem with known parametric

uncertainty in the human impedance parameters. A con-

strained optimization method is used to find controller

gains that achieve good apparent dynamics and guaranteed

stability within a limited human impedance range.

Haddadi (2011) developed a passivity-based robust sta-

bility method that is less conservative than the approached

described above. Rules and visual aids are developed

to incorporate bounds of the human or environment

impedance for less-conservative guaranteed stability con-

ditions, with a better trade-off between stability and

performance.

4.3. Ez-width

Passive behavior of a controlled robot might not always be

achievable due to controller choices or due to unwanted

poor dynamical performance when the robot is behaving

passively. If by controller design the apparent dynamics Ya

are stable, but non-passive, the coupled human–robot sys-

tem in Figure 2 can be complementarily stabilized (Buerger

and Hogan, 2007) by a (limited) range of passive human

dynamical behavior. This human dynamical behavior can be

modeled as quasi-linear dynamics, parameterized by limb

stiffness, damping, and inertia (Buerger and Hogan, 2007;

Hogan, 1989). When considering human limb stiffness and

damping values only, this range is similar to the z-width

metric (Colgate and Brown, 1994). Instead of the dynam-

ical parameters for which the robot is passive, our human

stiffness and damping range describes the impedance of the

human (Zh) (or environment) for which the coupled system

is still stable. Therefore, we will call this stabilizing range

of stiffness and damping: environment z-width, or ez-width.

The ez-width describes in what range a passive human’s

stiffness and damping can be for a system to be marginally

stable for a human’s limb inertia or another parameter, i.e.

it is an environment margin.

In this work, the ez-width is used to see in what range

the human limb stiffness and damping can be if we depart

from the wish for (strict) passivity of the apparent dynam-

ics Ya. The ez-width of Ya can be calculated by evaluating

the Routh array or Hurwitz determinants of the closed-loop

system from Figure 2, namely Ya/( 1 + ZhYa), or by evalu-

ating the Nyquist criterion of the loop gain formed by ZhYa.

The ez-width diagrams in this work were calculated numer-

ically, determining the phase margin of ZhYa for a passive

Zh of the form mhs + bh + kh/s, with mh, bh, and kh the

inertia, damping, and stiffness of the human limb, respec-

tively. If the phase margin was negative, the coupled system

was unstable. The ez-width diagrams show the demarcation

between stable and unstable regions. The ez-width can be

infinite. A robot with that property is energetically passive.

It should be noted, however, that the usefulness of ez-

width diagrams relies heavily on the major assumption that

a second-order passive quasi-linear mass–spring–damper

model is sufficient to describe neural feedback-controlled

human limb behavior. Although several studies show that

for certain tasks this assumption holds (e.g. Hogan, 1989),

for other tasks or robot admittance it does not (Dyck et al.,

2013). Therefore, the ez-width diagrams only show best-

case interaction scenarios where the human would behave

fully passively. This assumption could be violated dur-

ing more realistic real-world tasks, resulting in reduced

effective ez-width.

5. Admittance control model

In this section, a generic electromechanical set-up and

a control model are presented to explain several of the

observed instability and performance effects. The control

model incorporates ideas from literature and from our expe-

rience. The goal of this section is to give the reader an intro-

duction to a naive admittance controller design to expand

upon with the ‘guidelines’ discussed in Section 6.

5.1. Physical setup

A schematic admittance controlled device is shown in Fig-

ure 3. An actuator generates mechanical power by the

supply of electrical power through a controlled current or

applied voltage. Such an actuator is commonly an elec-

tromechanical motor, although hydraulic actuation has been

implemented successfully (Heinrichs et al., 1997). These

actuators usually impose forces on the mechanics of the

device, which consists of a drive train, moving parts and

robotic links. Close to the interaction point a force sensor

measures the interaction forces with the user. This sensor is

usually non-collocated with the actuator.

A force sensor has non-zero inertia, and usually a tool

(for industrial applications), handle (for manual interaction)

or cuff (for exoskeleton-like applications) is attached to the
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Fig. 3. Generic electromechanical system overview of an admit-

tance controlled device. An actuator moves all mechanics (robot

inertia mr and some dissipation) placed before (i.e. ‘pre’) the

force sensor. Behind the force sensor (i.e. ‘post’) there will be

mechanics that generate force sensor measurements during motion

(mps). These post sensor mechanics consequently interact with the

human limb Zh. The sensor is assumed to be infinitely stiff and its

inertia is absorbed in mps.

sensor. It will measure these post-sensor dynamics during

motion of the pre-sensor system as an impedance effect.

These post-sensor dynamics can be thought of as the known

time-invariant impedance of the interaction dynamics, and

is preferably solely inertial in nature. These post-sensor

dynamics do not include the user’s dynamics. We therefore

deem the user’s impedance to be the unknown impedance

Zh. Instead of the force sensor, the post-sensor dynamics

interact with a human limb or another object in the envi-

ronment. The consequential interaction force is measured

by the force sensor. The admittance controller will, due to

these forces, attempt to respond like the virtual dynamics.

5.2. Admittance control diagram

The stand-alone apparent dynamics Ya from Figure 2 is

shown in extended and expanded form in Figure 4, omit-

ting the interconnection with the user (Zh). The admittance

causality is observed when noting the external force (Fext)

as the input, tracking the signal to the motion (velocity, v)

of the system as the output. The complete transfer func-

tion from force Fext to motion v, describing this system’s

apparent dynamics, is given in Appendix 2.

The total control diagram is composed of several sub-

systems that will be discussed in the following paragraphs.

Dependence on Laplace variable s is mostly omitted for

readability and used symbols are explained in Appendix 1.

5.2.1. Forces on the system. Externally applied force (Fext)

by the human and their passive dynamics, and forces from

the post-sensor dynamics (Fps) act on this system. They

are measured by a force sensor with limited bandwidth,

possible filtering, or observer dynamics (Sf ).

5.2.2. From measured force to desired velocity. The sig-

nal is consequently sampled (smp) to be processed by the

digital controller. The measured forces (Fm) pass through

the virtual dynamics (Yv), which calculates the desired

dynamical behavior. A transmission ratio (kr) increases the

reference velocity of the virtual dynamics to the desired

robot motor velocity (vd). This velocity, which is not neces-

sarily a state from the virtual admittance, see Section 6.5, is

the reference signal for the velocity controller to track.

5.2.3. Control and actuation. The velocity controller out-

puts a desired electrical current to be imposed on the

actuators by the current controller. The velocity controller

consists of a feed-forward (Cff ) and feedback controller

(Cfb). The feedback controller is commonly of the PI type:

Cfb = kp + ki/s. Additional force amplification (Gf ) allows

for apparent reduction in robot inertia and damping/friction

effects.

All reference current values from the force-amplification,

feed-forward, and feedback control (igf + iff + ifb) are pre-

sented to the closed-loop current controller (Hi). The output

value is held constant during a sample time Ts using a zero-

order hold (ZOH). We assume the current controller to have

high bandwidth (commonly > 2 kHz for industrial cur-

rent controllers), and some processing delay that adds to

the sampling-and-processing delays from the ZOH.

The controlled current generates a motor control force

(Fc) that is amplified by the gearing ratio kr. This con-

trol force acts on the passive robot dynamics (Yr). External

forces and disturbance forces (Fdst), such as static friction

and obstructions also act on the robot and actuator.

5.2.4. Resulting motion and impedance effects. The

robot’s resulting motion is due to the sum of these forces.

This motion is measured by a velocity sensor or observer

(Sv), and an acceleration sensor or observer (Sa). The for-

mer is used in the closed-loop velocity control. The latter is

used in compensation strategies (see Section 6.3) through

Ẑps. Any post-sensor dynamics (Zps), i.e. a tool or cuff, gen-

erates impedance reaction forces Fps on the device’s force

sensor and adds to the robot dynamics directly through the

forward path to Yr.

5.3. Control model

We are interested in a simple model that can explain insta-

bility when in contact with stiff human limbs or environ-

ments. We call this model the baseline model, with which

we can compare performance of possible improvements. It

constitutes a naive admittance controller with feedback con-

trol only and virtual dynamics as in Figure 1. The robot

constitutes a rigid-body mass with some dissipation, and is

shown in Figure 5. The apparent dynamics of this baseline

system is denoted by Ȳa. This robot can be in contact with

a human that applies force Fext, which can be from human

impedance (shown in dotted gray in Figure 5).

This baseline model is derived from the elaborate model

in Figure 4. We assume ideal sensors, such that (Sf =
Sv = 1), no acceleration sensing (Sa = 0), no feed-forward

control (Gf = Cff = 0), assume post-sensor impedance

Zps = mpss, and set mr = m′
r + mmk2

r and br = b′
r + bmk2

r
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Fig. 4. Expansion of the apparent robot dynamics Ya shown in Figures 1 and 2 (note that it does not show coupling to the human, as

is shown in Figure 2). Open circles imply summation. The block “smp” implies discrete sampling of a continuous time signal. The

shaded area is the controller, which is implemented in software. See the text in Section 5.2 or Appendix 1 for an explanation of the used

symbols. The total transfer function of the apparent admittance Ya from Fext to v is given in Appendix 2.

Fig. 5. Schematic view of a rigid robot. An external force Fext and

a controller force from an actuator Fc are applied to the robot iner-

tia mr combined with the post-sensor inertia mps, both resulting in

some robot velocity v. Some energy losses during robot motion

are modeled as viscous damping br. The robot can be rigidly con-

nected to a human with inertia mh, stiffness kh, and damping bh,

shown by the gray dotted outline.

to add the effects of reflected inertia (mmk2
r ) and damping

(bmk2
r ) from the motor to those of the robot inertia (m′

r) and

damping (b′
r). The used parameter values are presented in

Table 1. The controller attempts to make a 10 kg inertia

robot with damping feel like a pure 2 kg inertia, which gives

an inertia reduction factor of five and removes damping

effects.

The equation of motion of the system in Figure 5, omit-

ting the human impedance, absorbing any external force

(either from human impedance or extraneous force) into

Fext( t) is given by

( mr + mps) v̇( t) +brv( t) = Fext( t) +Fc( t) +krFdst( t) (2)

with mr the pre-sensor robot inertia and mps the post-sensor

robot inertia, v( t) the real robot velocity, br the viscous

effects in the drive train, kr the transmission ratio of the

Table 1. Baseline system dynamical parameters

Parameter Value

mv 2 kg

kr 1

mr 10 kg

mps 2 kg

br 5 Ns/m

kp 100 Ns/m

ki 2000 N/m

drive train, Fext( t) the external force applied by the user

(directly felt by the robot actuators), Fc( t) the force applied

by the controller through actuators and transmission, and

Fdst( t) disturbance forces acting on the robot on the actu-

ator side. Equation (2) is rewritten in the Laplace domain

(omitting dependency on s for readability) as

(mrs + br) v = Fext − mpsvs + Fc + krFdst (3)

The controller equations for this baseline model for vir-

tual dynamics of inertial form (virtual inertia mv) are given

by

Yv = 1

mvs
(4)

vd = krYv( Fext − mpsvs) (5)

Fc = kr

kps + ki

s
( vd − krv) (6)

with kp and ki the proportional and integral controller gains,

respectively. Equation (4) gives the transfer function of

the virtual dynamics. Equation (5) shows that the refer-

ence velocity is calculated from the measured interaction
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Fig. 6. Behavior and performance of a typical admittance con-

trolled system. (a) Bode plot of the uncoupled system: apparent

dynamics Ȳa approaches virtual dynamics Yv for low frequencies,

but the constant difference is due to sensor inertia mps. Passive

system π Ya has controller gains such that they conform to equa-

tions (7) and (8). This passive system performs poorly, very similar

to the robot dynamics Yr instead of the virtual dynamics Yv. (b)

The ez-width of Ȳa coupled to a second-order impedance is larger

for higher human limb inertia mh. The region of stable interaction

is indicated by the arrow markings.

force, namely external force Fext and the post-sensor iner-

tial effects −mpsvs. Equation (6) shows a typical PI velocity

controller that generates a controller force based on the

velocity error ev = vd − krv.

5.3.1. Uncoupled stability. For positive choices for all

parameters, the apparent dynamics created by Equations

(3)–(6) has three poles: one valued zero from the purely

inertial virtual dynamics Yv, and two stable (possibly com-

plex) poles from the PI-feedback controller. Therefore, the

robot is stable when in free air, when it is not held by the

human.

In Figure 6a is shown that the baseline apparent admit-

tance Ȳa is stable, and partially approaches the virtual

dynamics Yv. For low frequencies there is a constant dif-

ference in admittance modulus, which is an inertia offset

due the post sensor inertia mps. The naive admittance con-

troller can therefore not remove any post-sensor inertia (see

Section 6.3 how to achieve this). At high frequencies the

apparent dynamics Ȳa drop back to the robot dynamics Yr,

introducing excess phase lag in the frequency range of the

transition.

5.3.2. Passivity of the uncoupled apparent dynamics. Pas-

sivity of this robot is guaranteed if and only if

mv > 0

mv ≥ Kp

Kp + br

mr ≈ mr (7)

−brKi ≥ 0 (8)

with Kp = kpk2
r and Ki = kik

2
r . Equation (8) tells us we have

to sacrifice low-frequency performance for passivity by set-

ting ki = 0 (it cannot be made negative, since that would

violate the uncoupled stability requirement). This is under-

standable from the fact that the integral controller adds extra

phase lag for low frequencies onto the already marginally

passive virtual inertia behavior. Therefore, any amount of

extra phase lag makes the apparent admittance active. At

the passivity limit given by Equation (7), which demands

to have the controller introduced pole in Ya to be of higher

frequency than the introduced zero we are left with a pas-

sive equivalent system with the same inertia as the robot

itself (see Figure 6a, system πYa). Therefore, passive iner-

tia reduction is not possible with admittance control with a

pure virtual inertia and solely using feedback control. Hav-

ing high transmission ratio (i.e. kr � 1) makes it more

difficult for such a system to be passive, according to Equa-

tion (7). The passivity criterion tells us to use little integral

gain, and use low transmission ratio. This conflicts with

good disturbance rejection and performance.

5.3.3. Coupled stability. The uncoupled baseline system

with parameters described in Table 1 is not passive and will

have finite ez-width, when coupled to a passive human limb,

as is shown in Figure 6b.

All the stability boundaries in Figure 6b have in common

that they pass through the origin, for any human limb iner-

tia. This shows that admittance controlled systems would

never be stable for interaction with pure springs, or pure

spring–mass combinations. This is something that is not

observed in practice, because all human limbs and realistic

mechanical environments have some form of energy dissi-

pation. The upward slope of all curves through the origin

shows that adding limb damping yields a decent “stiffness

margin” and stable interaction.
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Fig. 7. Admittance control apparent dynamics Ya for uncoupled

(a) passive accommodation control (bv = 80 Ns/m) and (b) pas-

sive stiffness control (kv = 1000 N/m). Both figures share the

same legend. The low-frequency mismatch in (b) is due to the

integral velocity gain ki that acts like a spring in series with virtual

spring kv. In both figures the phase of Ya stays within ±90◦, which

shows passivity.

5.4. Virtual damping and stiffness behavior

Naive admittance controllers can more straightforwardly

render pure virtual damping (i.e. accommodation) and pure

stiffness effects passively with decent performance. This is

illustrated in Figure 7a and Figure 7b. For low frequencies

the apparent admittance approaches the virtual admittance

well for both accommodation and stiffness control. Above

the feedback controller bandwidth, the apparent admit-

tance becomes inertial in nature due to the robot’s intrinsic

dynamics.

If in Equation (4) the virtual dynamics are replaced

by Yv = 1
bv

(i.e. accommodation form), the passivity

conditions become

bv ≥ 0

mrKi ≤( Kp + br) ( Kp + bv)

This shows again that Ki should be kept low, the robot iner-

tia has to be low and that either the virtual damping, robot

damping, or proportional gain has to be high to have passive

accommodation control.

If in Equation (4) the virtual dynamics are replaced by

Yv = s
kv

(i.e. stiffness form), the relevant passivity condition

is trivial with kv ≥ 0, when assuming positive values for all

other parameters. The apparent stiffness kapp of the device

is

kapp =
(

lim
s→0

(

Ya

s

))−1

=
(

1

kv

+ 1

Ki

)−1

or two springs (the integral/position gain and the virtual

stiffness) in series, as can be seen in Figure 7b. The appar-

ent stiffness differs slightly from the virtual stiffness due to

finite integral controller gain ki.

5.5. Virtual element combinations

For combinations of mass–spring–damper elements in the

virtual dynamics, the passivity conditions become combi-

nations of the conditions presented in the previous sec-

tions. This leads to upper and lower limits of robot and

controller parameters that become difficult to interpret

as design guidelines in some cases. The effective behav-

ior of these passivity conditions, and what they effec-

tively teach us, is shown in Table 2. Note that the mass–

damper combination is also discussed in more detail in

Section 6.4.

As a rule of thumb it can be stated that if virtual mass

is used, the condition in Equation (7) is invariant to addi-

tion of other elements. In addition, the conditions for a

spring–damper combination add directly (therefore reduc-

ing the passivity of a pure spring), but the mass–spring

combination acquires an extra addition to the passivity

condition.

Table 2 also gives a coupled stability robustness ranking

from 1 (the best) to 7 (the worst) showing for a fixed set

of controller and robot parameters which virtual admittance

makes the robot “most” passive.

Note that the virtual mass–spring–damper case is the

only combination that also has a non-trivial uncoupled sta-

bility requirement related to an upper limit on ki. All other

parameter combinations achieve uncoupled stability due to

positive parameters. The generic mass–spring–damper pas-

sivity, and stability, conditions are derived and shown in

more detail in Appendix 3.

6. Guidelines for minimal inertia

In Section 5.4 it was shown that pure damping and stiff-

ness are readily rendered passively by the robot. Therefore,

we focus on the challenge of rendering low system inertia.

We expand the naive model from Section 5.3 to incorpo-

rate and analyze additions to the control diagram that are

shown in Figure 4 and were discussed in Section 5.2. We

use the passivity criterion for the uncoupled system, the

ez-width of the system coupled to a passive second order

system, disturbance rejection and admittance tracking per-

formance (i.e. how well the apparent admittance matches

the virtual admittance) to draw conclusions about the fea-

sibility of certain design choices. We will always compare

a change in design or model to the “baseline” controller

from Section 5.3, and attempt the same inertia reduction of

a factor five from 10 to 2 kg.

From this analysis follows a set of guidelines that is pre-

sented here in random order. The derivation of the apparent

dynamical behavior, the uncoupled stability conditions and

positive real conditions for all the guidelines are shown in

Appendices 2 and 3.

6.1. Guideline 1: Use feed-forward control

If the robot controller can be used in torque (or current)

control mode it is beneficial to use feed-forward control.
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Table 2. Conditions c· that need to be greater than or equal to zero for different combinations of haptic elements: virtual spring kv,

virtual damper bv, and virtual inertia mv. The effective influence states whether it gives a lower or upper bound on a parameter. The

coupled stability ranking states the system that is most robustly stable when coupled (rank 1) to worst robustly stable when coupled

(rank 7) for a fixed set of robot and controller parameters.

Element(s) Condition(s) Effective influence Coupled stability ranking

kv ck kv ≥ 0 1

bv cb ki ≤ . . . 3

mv cm1, cm2 ki = 0, mv ≥ . . . 7

mv, bv cb + cm1, cm2 ki ≤ . . . (lower than for pure damper), mv ≥ . . . 4

kv, bv ck + cb ki ≤ . . . (higher than for pure damper) 2

mv, kv cmk = cs + cm1 + δmk , cm2 ki ≤ . . . (lower than for mass-damper), mv ≥ . . . 6

mv, kv, bv cmk + cb, cm2 ki ≤ . . . (higher than mass-spring, 5

lower than mass-damper), mv ≥ . . .

Feed-forward control can be applied in the form of force

gain (Gf > 0) and inertia and damping compensation

(impedance Cff = µff s + βff ). The passivity condition

in Equations (7) and (8) change due to the addition of

feed-forward control to

mv ≥ ( Kp + βff k2
r ) mr−( Kp + br) µff k2

r

( Gf kr + 1) ( Kp + br)
(9)

0 ≤( βff k2
r − br) Ki (10)

By setting βff k2
r ≥ br in Equation (10), it is possible to use

integral gain for good low-frequency approach of the appar-

ent dynamics to the virtual dynamics. The feed-forward

inertia parameter µff effectively removes inertia from the

robot, such that there is less inertia to reduce by the feed-

back controller. This can be seen in the numerator of Equa-

tion (9) where feed-forward inertia µff is subtracted from

the robot inertia mr. The inertia-increasing effect of βff on

the right-hand side of Equation (9) can be counteracted by

using Gf > 0.

For high transmission ratios, the passivity condition in

Equation (9) reduces to

µff ≥ kp + βff

kp + bm

mm

This shows that only with feed-forward does high trans-

mission actually help in achieving some passive low virtual

inertia.

The use of feed-forward increases both the ez-width and

improves the admittance tracking performance for high fre-

quencies above the velocity controller bandwidth. As is

shown in Figure 8, the admittance can be made passive

(the ez-width becomes infinite), while approaching the vir-

tual admittance much better at high frequencies than the

baseline system Ȳa could. The apparent inertia for high

frequencies is given by

mapp =
(

lim
s→∞

(sYa)

)−1

= mps + mr
µff

mv
k2

r + Gf kr + 1

Fig. 8. Comparing the use of feed-forward control (Ya) with

the baseline system Ȳa. It can be seen that the high-frequency

approach of the virtual dynamics is good for Ya. Furthermore, the

phase lag of Ya stays within passivity bounds, as opposed to Ȳa.

Used parameter values: Gf = 5, µff = 10 kg, and βff = 2 Ns/m.

Without any feed-forward (i.e. Gf = 0 or µff = 0) the

high-frequency inertia would always fall back to the total

robot inertia mps + mr. The use of feed-forward control

passively reduces this inertia, but it cannot become lower

than mps.

6.2. Guideline 2: Avoid force filtering

It is tempting to low-pass filter force sensor measurements

to reduce effects of noise or aliasing that cause random

motion of the robot. This should be avoided if the virtual

admittance is purely inertial (i.e. Yv = 1/mvs). Consider a

force sensor bandwidth limitation given by

Sf ( s) = B−1
n ( s)

with Bn( s) a Butterworth polynomial of order n. For all

orders n > 0 we add extra poles and nπ/2 rad phase-lag to
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Fig. 9. Influence of low-pass filtering the measured force on sys-

tem performance and interaction stability. (a) This bode plot shows

a system with force filtering (Ya) and the baseline system Ȳa. The

used filter is of first order with high time constant 0.05 s to show

an extreme effect on phase lag and consequently on ez-width. It

can be seen that high-frequency approach of the virtual dynam-

ics is poor for Ya. Furthermore, the phase-lag of Ya is bigger than

for Ȳa, resulting in a system much more unstable when in con-

tact with a human limb. (b) The ez-width of Ya, compared with

baseline (dashed lines). Owing to force filtering the ez-width is

reduced. The region of stable interaction is indicated by the arrow

markings.

the virtual admittance Yv. This extra phase lag directly con-

flicts with the relative-order constraint from the frequency

domain passivity criterion (see Section 4.2). A single-pole

low-pass filter with time constant τf would change the

passivity condition of Equation (7), only if ki = 0 to

mv ≥ mr

Kp

Kp + br

+ Kpτf (11)

Setting ki and then picking mv on the passivity bounds

would not lead to any decrease in inertia. Adding a low-pass

filter with τf > 0 makes this effect even worse, requiring an

increase in virtual (and, therefore, apparent) inertia for the

system to be passive.

Filtering will therefore reduce ez-width (see Figure 9b

for an extreme case of low-pass filtering) and limit high-

frequency apparent admittance performance (see Figure

9a). This is not problematic for n = 1 with accommodation

control, or n = 2 for stiffness control, which will both effec-

tively become admittance control due to the extra pole(s) of

the filter (see Appendix 3).

If filtering is inevitable, e.g. for anti-aliasing, then the fil-

ter bandwidth should be as high as possible and the filter

order as low as possible.

6.3. Guideline 3: Compensate post-sensor

inertia

Post-sensor dynamical effects are not reduced or masked

by the basic admittance controller (Section 5.3), or by

feed-forward control (Section 6.1). The post-sensor iner-

tial effects can be compensated in the low-frequency

range by performing post-sensor dynamics compensation

(in impedance form) with a compensation inertia µc, and

low-pass filter time constant τc:

ẐpsSa = µc

τcs + 1

This improves the performance, because indeed we

achieve the following apparent inertial behavior at low

frequencies:

Ya,low−freq ≈ 1

s
lim
s→0

( sYr)

= 1

s( mv + mps − µc)

If µc = mps the post-sensor dynamics are completely

compensated, as shown in Figure 10a.

This method, however, reduces ez-width (see Figure

10b). The passivity condition in Equation (7) changes to

(assuming τc
= 0)

mv ≥ Kp

Kp + br

( mr + µc)

where µc effectively increased the lower bound on the value

of mv.

In accordance with Aguirre-Ollinger et al. (2011, 2012)

this method can also be used to effectively give the robot

negative inertia. This will reduce the inertia of the object or

human limb attached to the robot. For this to work, τc > 0

(or even higher-order filters) and some limb damping bh >

0 is required.

6.4. Guideline 4: Use some virtual damping

Virtual admittance of inertial form can in most applications

be changed to a combination of inertia and a small amount

of damping

Yv = 1

mvs + bv
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Fig. 10. Influence of post-sensor compensation on system perfor-

mance and interaction stability. (a) This bode plot shows a system

with post-sensor compensation (Ya) and the baseline system Ȳa.

The used amount of post-sensor inertia compensation was µc = 2

kg, the same amount as the post-sensor inertia, with low-pass filter

τc = 0.1 s. The compensation improves low-frequency tracking,

but generates phase lag. (b) Owing to the added phase lag, the ez-

width of Ya (solid lines) is lower than that of Ȳa (dashed lines).

Post-sensor inertia compensation therefore reduces ez-width. The

region of stable interaction is indicated by the arrow markings.

The small amount of damping (bv) is hardly felt by the user,

but adds useful phase lead at lower frequencies that can lead

to passivity and increased ez-width, if the phase lead is near

the excessive phase lag. Therefore, added virtual damping

is successful when the velocity controller bandwidth is low

or has long delays.

The passivity conditions in Equation (8) changes, when

adding some virtual damping, to

Ki ≤ bv

( Kp + bv) ( Kp + br)

brmv + bvmr

Passivity condition in Equation (7) is left unaltered, i.e.

adding some virtual damping will not allow for lower mv. A

third new passivity condition is the rather trivial one bvK2
i ≥

0. Since integral gain can be increased, virtual damping

Fig. 11. Influence of adding virtual damping on system perfor-

mance and interaction stability. (a) This bode plot shows a system

with some virtual damping (Ya) and our baseline system Ȳa. The

added damping has a value of bv = 2 Ns/m. (b) The virtual

damping reduces some phase lag. The ez-width of Ya (solid lines)

is larger than that of Ȳa (dashed lines). Using a small amount

of damping therefore increases ez-width. The region of stable

interaction is indicated by the arrow markings.

allows for better low-frequency tracking (see Figure 11a at

the low frequencies).

Figure 11b shows that ez-width becomes larger when

adding some virtual damping. A minor penalty for using

damping is the dissipative nature, impeding motion.

6.5. Guideline 5: Modify the velocity reference

It is common that industrial robots with “black box”

PI velocity control (or equivalently PD position control)

are retrofitted with an admittance controller. In that case,

adding feed-forward (guideline 1) is not possible, and some

other way has to be found to obtain better admittance

tracking and good ez-width.
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Fig. 12. Influence of a system with extra phase lead (Ya) with

our baseline system (Ȳa) for ka = 1. The addition of phase lead

improves admittance tracking, and reduces phase lag, resulting in

a passive system.

It is possible to change the virtual admittance and add

some form of acceleration feed-forward with gain ka

Yv =( ska + 1) Y ′
v

with Y ′
v some intended virtual dynamical behavior. This cre-

ates some phase lead, and better high-frequency tracking of

the originally intended virtual admittance Y ′
v.

The passivity conditions in Equations (7) and (8) change

to

mv ≥
Kpmr − ka( K2

p + Kpbr − Kimr)

Kp + br

0 ≤( kaKi − br) Ki (12)

This complex looking condition gives us some advice: (1)

use a robot with minimal inertia mr, (2) keep integral veloc-

ity gain “low” to benefit from ka, although K2
p is usually so

large this is not a problem. The addition of ka also allows

for passive use of integral gain. Therefore, adding this addi-

tional phase lead will improve ez-width and performance

(see Figure 12). The use of high transmission ratio kr will

reduce the condition in Equation (12) to ka ≥ 0, ensuring

passivity for any positive value of ka.

6.6. Guideline 6: Increase velocity loop

bandwidth

Many passivity conditions in the aforementioned guide-

lines demand low kp and low ki of the velocity controller.

However, high bandwidth control actually improves ez-

width drastically. This seemingly contradicting statement

comes from the fact that high bandwidth pushes the exces-

sive phase lag to high frequencies, becoming only an issue

for higher human stiffness values. Therefore, increasing

kp and ki could have beneficial effect on ez-width, while

Fig. 13. Influence of differential velocity control on system per-

formance and interaction stability. (a) Bode plot to compare a

system with band-limited differential control (Ya) with our base-

line system Ȳa. The parameters are kd = 25 Ns2/m (i.e. kg) and

τd = 0.1 s. Differential control reduces phase lag and improves

admittance tracking for high frequencies. (b) Owing to the reduced

phase lag, the ez-width of Yr (solid lines) is much larger than

that of Ȳa (dashed lines). Adding differential control to the veloc-

ity controller therefore increases ez-width. The region of stable

interaction is indicated by the arrow markings.

fully neglecting the passivity requirement. Furthermore,

higher kp and ki values ensure more disturbance rejection

at the motor side, which suppresses unwanted friction and

parasitic dynamics.

6.6.1. Add differential velocity control. An additional

method to increase the velocity control bandwidth is to use

a PID velocity (PDD2 position) controller (Aung and Kiku-

uwe, 2015). The feedback controller is augmented with dif-

ferential gain kd and low-pass filter time constant τd , and it

takes on the form

Cfb = kp + ki

s
+ kds

τds + 1
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To be a proper and implementable transfer function, dif-

ferentiation is band-limited by the low-pass filter. Unfortu-

nately, the passivity condition from Equation (8) remains

unaltered. The passivity condition from Equation (7)

becomes

mv ≥ Kpmr + brKiτ
2
d − brKd

Kp + br

with Kd = kdk2
r . This shows that the virtual inertia parame-

ter has to be increased if there is non-zero Ki and non-zero

τd . We also obtain a new condition, very similar to Equa-

tion (7), which exists only if τd 6= 0. It states that still no

passive inertia reduction can be achieved

mv ≥ mr

Kpτd + Kd

( Kp + br) τd + Kd

≈ mr

Band-limited differential control action has little effect on

the passivity conditions, and it cannot make the system

passive with Ki 6= 0 and τd 6= 0.

However, as expected, adding a band-limited differen-

tial velocity controller assists in achieving the better high-

frequency approach of the virtual admittance, as is shown in

Figure 13a. Adding differential gain also increases the ez-

width drastically, as is shown in Figure 13b. This behavior

is due to the introduced zero in the transfer function due to

the differentiation, and now we can choose the location of

the new pole location that was introduced by the low-pass

filter.

6.6.2. Reduce time delays. Another method to achieve

higher-velocity bandwidth in practical setups is to reduce

any additional phase lag due to DA conversion (ZOH) or

current controller delays. The ZOH dynamics, for a system

with sample time Ts, are given by

HZOH = 1 − e−sTs

sTs

which has −90◦ phase lag at the Nyquist frequency ωN =
π/Ts. Increasing the sampling frequency, reducing Ts, will

increase the velocity loop bandwidth. Any pure delay of

the form e−sTd has −90◦ phase lag when ωTd = π/2.

Decreasing Td will move the excessive phase lag to higher

frequencies and increase ez-width. Adding sufficient pro-

portional velocity controller gain counteracts the phase lag

introduced by the ZOH or pure delays, and can makes the

system passive for accommodation and stiffness control.

6.7. Guideline 7: Optimize for robot stiffness

If we consider a flexible robot with a low-frequency reso-

nant mode (below the controllers’ Nyquist frequency), we

can model this as two inertias sharing a fraction γ and

1−γ of the total robot inertia. The distal mrγ and proximal

mr( 1 − γ ) = mrγ
′ are connected by a structural stiffness

(ks) and damper (bs); see Figure 14. The force sensor is

Fig. 14. Schematic view of a flexible robot, or a system with series

elastic actuation. The robot now consists of two inertias mrγ and

mr( 1−γ ) = mrγ
′, connected by structural stiffness ks and damp-

ing bs that determine pole location of the lowest resonant mode.

The robot can be rigidly connected to a human with inertia mh,

stiffness kh, and damping bh, shown by the gray dotted outline

now non-collocated with the actuator. If γ = 0, this sys-

tem reduces to an admittance controller for a series elastic

actuator, where ks is actually the stiffness of the series elas-

tic element that is used as a force sensor. See Appendix 4

for the equations of motion for such a system.

According to Colgate and Hogan (1989) the inertia can-

not be passively reduced to any inertia smaller than mrγ .

Except for the condition γ ∈ [0, 1], the found passivity con-

ditions are too complex to draw straightforward conclusions

(see Appendix 3).

The performance with a high-frequency mode is accept-

able (see Figure 15a). The ez-width is sensitive to γ , bs, and

ks. The ez-width is reduced when lowering internal stiff-

ness, lowering internal damping, and increasing γ > 0, as is

shown in Figure 15b. This hints at the fact that series elastic

actuation, with low γ , where the force sensor is the spring,

should be achievable for admittance controlled system.

7. Discussion

Naive haptic admittance controllers that use only feed-

back control achieve passivity with good approach of the

intended dynamics, when rendering pure virtual stiffness

or pure damping. However, such controllers have difficulty

rendering pure inertia lower than the original device inertia.

This is inconvenient, since the admittance control paradigm

is commonly used to attempt inertia reduction of bulky

devices. The analyses in this paper, our experience, and

reports in literature show that attempted inertia reduction

leads to coupled instability. With a feedback-only veloc-

ity controller, admittance controllers become unstable when

the device is firmly held by humans (e.g. for cooperative

industrial tasks or haptic displays) or when it is attached to

limbs (e.g. for rehabilitation devices). However, completely

avoiding feedback control is infeasible, since it is required

to suppress unwanted disturbances from external forces and

friction forces.

The guidelines presented in this work, summarized in

Table 3, propose several solutions to this coupled instabil-

ity problem when rendering virtual inertia lower than the
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Fig. 15. The influence of having a system with finite internal stiff-

ness on system performance and interaction stability (a) This bode

plot shows a system with finite stiffness (Ya) and our baseline

system Ȳa. The parameters are γ = 0.5, ks = 1000 N/m, and

bs = 100 N/m. Finite internal stiffness generates more phase lag.

(b) Owing to the added phase lag, the ez-width of Yr (solid lines) is

lower than that of Ȳr (dashed lines). Finite internal stiffness of the

robot therefore reduces ez-width. The region of stable interaction

is indicated by the arrow markings.

device inertia. The goal of these guidelines is to simultane-

ously (1) achieve a better approach of the apparent dynam-

ics to the intended virtual dynamics, and (2) ensure robust

coupled stability in the sense of passivity. The guidelines

give a qualitative description of how to design key param-

eters of the mechanical system and control system. These

were derived from the fact that the design has to be close

to passivity, but also approach the intended dynamics prop-

erly with sufficient disturbance rejection. We did not discuss

proper controller design (i.e. choices for tuning feedback

gains). Any objective in terms of robustness or optimality

could be used for determining feedback controller gains,

as long as these are within uncoupled stability bounds, and

interaction stability bounds given in this work. The ez-

width or passivity bounds should be used as optimization

constraints during such controller design.

Using the presented framework for designing admittance

controlled systems has several limitations. We derived most

of the guidelines from an idealized stiff and single-DOF

robot. In multi-DOF robots, energetic coupling between

nonlinear DOFs could result in instability effects absent in

single-DOF analyses. A dynamical model with distributed

mechanical compliance might be more useful in practical

cases. However, the analysis for a system with a single

resonant mode leads to qualitatively non-informative and

complex conditions for passivity, uncoupled stability and

interaction stability. For a distributed flexible model this

would be even more so. Nevertheless, while the condi-

tions might seem complicated, they could be incorporated

in design software.

In practice, velocity measurements required for veloc-

ity control can be performed by tachometers (EMF-based)

or gyroscopes. The more common alternative of numerical

differentiation of joint position encoder signals with high

spatial resolution leads to quantized and noisy estimates of

joint velocity. Such a noisy estimate result in a noisy or

grindy feel when interacting with the robot. Low-pass fil-

tering this quantization noise results in unwanted resonance

in the PI velocity controller’s feedback loop and jeopardizes

passivity. Therefore, estimation methods that use optimal

integration of joint position measurements, joint accelera-

tion estimations and a model of the device could give a

joint velocity estimation with low phase lag and a high

signal-to-noise ratio.

However, measuring or estimating the robot accelera-

tions, also required for guidelines 3 and 6, can be difficult

in practice. We have added first-order low-pass filters in

the analyses to indicate limited sensor bandwidth observed

in practice. Accelerometers output noisy signals, result-

ing in a noisy feel of the device during interaction. Other

acceleration estimation methods, such as double numerical

differentiation of joint-encoder measurements yield heav-

ily quantized and noisy estimations as well. Possible state

observer models together with optimal sensory integration

could aid in obtaining an optimal estimation of the acceler-

ation. Note that guidelines 1 and 5 do not need acceleration

measurements. These use the accelerations from the virtual

dynamics, which are derived from the force measurements.

The analyses in this work focused mostly on the influence

of isolated parameter changes. Coupled parameter changes,

for example by using feed-forward control and a low-pass

filter on the force concurrently, were not discussed. Apply-

ing two guidelines, or changing two system variables could

show unexpected interaction.

We briefly discussed the influence of ZOH and time-

delay effects on passivity properties. Using discrete time

sub-models for the feedback controller, virtual dynamics

and possible state estimators might give slightly different

and more realistic passivity conditions. Nevertheless, since
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Table 3. Summary of the seven guidelines presented in Section 5.3, together with the main motivation.

Guideline Motivation

1 Use feed-forward control Effectively lowers the robot inertia to be reduced by the admittance controller

2 Avoid force filtering Introduces excessive phase-lag onto marginally passive virtual inertia model

3 Compensate post-sensor inertia Reduces the apparent inertia, but significantly reduces coupled stability margins

4 Use some virtual damping Allows for better low-frequency tracking of admittance

5 Modify the velocity reference Non-physical phase-lead can give better tracking of pure inertial model and

increases coupled stability margins

6 Increase velocity loop bandwidth Pushes the excessive phase lag to higher frequencies, which requires

higher environment stiffness to destabilize the coupled system

7 Optimize for robot stiffness Internal resonant modes introduce phase lag between force sensor measurement

and velocity measurement

haptic devices usually use fast sampling frequencies above

1,000 Hz, we assume that the found guidelines are valid.

The post-sensor effects analyzed were assumed to be

purely inertial. In practice, we notice that post-sensor back-

lash and flexibility leads to unwanted limit cycles. Whether

this behavior is to be expected from the apparent dynam-

ics in combination with coupled post-sensor dynamics, or

exhibit a different form of instability, has to be further

analyzed.
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Appendix 1: Notation and suffixes

Notation

b: Physical or virtual mechanical linear damping or rota-

tional damping.

C: Controller transfer function.

F: Physical or virtual mechanical force or torque.

G: Controller gain.

H : Generic transfer function.

i: Electrical current.

j: Imaginary constant
√

−1.

k: (1) Physical or virtual mechanical stiffness (ks,kv), (2)

controller gain (kp, ki, kd , ka), or (3) transmission ratio (kr).

K: Controller gain multiplied by the square of the transmis-

sion ratio.

m: Physical or virtual mechanical linear mass or rotational

inertia.

s: Laplace variable.

smp: Discrete time sampler.

S: Sensor or state/signal estimator transfer function.

T : Delay time.

v: Physical or virtual mechanical velocity or angular

velocity.

Y : Mechanical admittance, either virtual or physical.

Z: Mechanical impedance, physical.

Ẑ: Mechanical impedance, model.

β: Feed-forward mechanical linear or rotational damping.

µ: Feed-forward mechanical linear mass or rotational

inertia.

ω: Angular frequency.

τ : First-order dynamical system time constant.

Subscripts and superscripts

a: relating to (1) apparent dynamics transfer function (Ya),

(2) phase-lead (acceleration) gain (ka), or (3) acceleration

(Sa).

dst: relating to disturbance forces

ext: relating to external input force.

fb: relating to feedback control.

ff: relating to feed-forward control.

gf: relating to force gain.

i: relating to (1) electrical current or (2) integral gain (ki).

m: relating to the actuator (motor).

ps: post-sensor effect.

r: relating to (1) robot or (2) gearing ratio.

s: relating to sampling time.

T : relating to torque (torque constant kT ).

v: relating to (1) the virtual dynamics parameters or (2) the

virtual dynamics transfer functions.

ZOH: relating to zero-order hold.

Appendix 2: Full system transfer function

The full transfer function for the system shown in Figure 4

is given by

Ya = v

Fext

= Yr( HdSf ( Gf + C′Y ∗
v ) +1)

Yr( Zps + D) +1

with

D = Hd( CfbSvkr + Gf Sf Zps − C′Y ∗
v δZ)

C′ = Cfb + Cff

Y ∗
v = Yvkr

δZ = SaẐps − Sf Zps

Hd = HZOHHikr

The disturbance force influence is given by

Sp = v

Fd

= Yr

Yr( Zps + D) +1

In its most elaborate form, the following subsystems are

used (see Appendix 1 for the definition of symbols):

Yr = 1

mrs + br

Cfb = kp + ki

s
+ kds

τds + 1

Cff = µff s + βff

Zps = mpss, Ẑps = µcs

τcs + 1

HZOH = 1 − e−sTs

sTs

, Hi = kT

e−sTd

τis + 1

Yv = kas2 + s

mvs2 + bvs + kv

Sv = 1

τvs + 1
, Sf = 1

τf s + 1
, Sa = 1

τas + 1

Here it is assumed Yr describes a stiff robot system. See

Appendix 3 for a flexible robot system.
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Appendix 3: Derivations of stability

and passivity

Naive feedback only: Section 5.3

Combining Equations (3)–(6) yields apparent admittance

Ya = 1

s

mvs2 + Kps + Ki

a2s2 + a1s + a0

with a2 =( mr + mps) mv, a1 =( Kp + br) mv + Kpmps, a0 =
Ki( mv + mps), Kp = kpk2

r , and Ki = kik
2
r .

Setting s = jω, we arrive at

Ya( jω) = ( mvω
2 − Ki) −jKpω

a1ω2 + j
(

a2ω3 − a0ω
) = Na( jω)

Da( jω)

The positive real condition becomes

R{Na}R{Da} + I{Na}I{Da} ≥ 0, ∀ω

c1ω
4 + c2ω

2 ≥ 0, ∀ω

c1 =( Kp + br) m2
v − Kpmrmv

c2 = −Kibrmv

For passivity we require that c1 ≥ 0 and c2 ≥ 0. Dividing

both conditions by mv (under the constraint that mv > 0)

gives passivity conditions (7) and (8).

Naive accommodation control: Section 5.4

Combining Equations (3), (4), and (6) with Yv = 1/bv

yields apparent dynamics

Ya = ( Kp + bv) s + Ki

b2s2+( ( Kp + br) bv + Kimps) s + bvKi

with b2 =( mr+mps) bv+Kpmps. Analogous to the method in

the previous section, we set s = jω and arrive at the positive

real condition

d1ω
2 + d2 ≥ 0, ∀ω

d1 =( Kp + bv) ( Kp + br) bv − Kimrbv

d2 = bvK2
i

For passivity we require that d1 ≥ 0 and d2 ≥ 0. Dividing

d1 by bv (under the constraint that bv ≥ 0, which also con-

forms directly to d2) we arrive at the passivity conditions

mentioned in the text.

Naive stiffness control: Section 5.4

Analogous to the previous section, setting Yv = s
kv

yields

apparent admittance

Ya = Krs
2+( Ki + kv) s

Kpmpss3 + γ2s2+( Kp + br) kvs + Kikv

with γ2 =( mr+mps) kv+Kimps. This system is always stable

for positive choice of parameters. Setting s = jω yields the

positive real condition

e1ω
4 + e2ω

2 ≥ 0, ∀ω

e1 = Kpkvmr

e2 =( Kp + br) k2
v + Kibrkv

Since both e1 ≥ 0 and e2 ≥ 0 for positive parameters, this

system is always passive.

Element combinations: Section 5.5

Combining different haptic elements into the virtual

dynamics results in additions of passivity conditions.

Therefore, we will derive the passivity conditions for a

mass–spring–damper system

Yv = s

mvs2 + bvs + kv

and show how it relates to the passivity conditions found in

the preceding sections.

The apparent admittance for this system becomes

Ya = mvs3+( bv + Kp) s2+( Ki + kv) s

mrmvs4 + φ3s3 + φ2s2 + φ1s + Kikv

with φ3 = brmv +bvmr +Kpmv, φ2 = brbv +bvKp +Kimv +
kvmr and φ1 = bvKi + brkv + Kpkv. This system is not nec-

essarily stable for positive choice of parameters. The full

stability condition (found by generating the Routh array) is

given as

bv( br + Kp) ( [b2
r + K2

p ]kvmv+
[brbv + bvKp + Kimv]Kimv+

[brbv + bvKp + kvmr]kvmr + 2brKpkvmv+
b2

vKimr) ≥ 2( br + Kp) ( bvKikvmrmv)

Note that the left- and right-hand sides share a common fac-

tor of bv( br +Kp). This complicated condition is effectively

an upper bound on Ki.

Analogous to the method in the previous sections, we set

s = jω and arrive at the positive real condition

λ1ω
6 + λ2ω

4 + λ3ω
2 ≥ 0, ∀ω

λ1 = brm
2
v + Kpm2

v − Kpmrmv

λ2 = brb
2
v + bvK2

p + b2
vKp + brbvKp−

brKimv − bvKimr − 2brkvmv+
Kpkvmr − 2Kpkvmv

λ3 = bvK2
i + brk

2
v + Kpk2

v + brKikv

Inspection of λ1 shows that it is the same as condition (7) (or

c1 in the analysis of the “Naive feedback only”). This shows

that condition (7) is invariant to the addition of other hap-

tic elements. Inspection of λ3 shows that it is an addition of
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conditions d2 and e2 from the analysis on naive accommo-

dation and naive stiffness control. Inspection of λ2 shows

that it is a summation of d1, e1, c1 (i.e. condition (8)), and

an extra term δmk = −2( Kp + br) kvmv. This leads to all

the combinations discussed in Section 5.5 and shown in

Table 2.

Guideline 1: Using feed-forward control

We set Yv = 1/mvs, and change the control force to

Fc = kr

(

kps + ki

s
( vd − krv) +( µffs + βff) vd + Gf Fext

)

The apparent admittance becomes

Ya = 1

s

( µffk
2
r +( 1 + Gf kr) mv) s2+( βffk

2
r + Kp) s + Ki

f2s2 + f1s + f0s

With f2 = µffk
2
r mps+( mr + mps) mv, f1 =( Kp +

br) mv+( βffk
2
r +Kp) mps, and f0 =( mv+mps) Ki. This system

is always stable for positive choice of parameters. Setting

s = jω yields the positive real condition

g1ω
4 + g2ω

2 ≥ 0, ∀ω

g1 =( Gf kr + 1) ( Kp + br) m2
v−

( Kp + βffk
2
r ) mrmv+( Kp + br) µffk

2
r mv

g2 =( βffk
2
r − br) Ki

For passivity we require that g1 ≥ 0 and g2 ≥ 0. Dividing g1

by mv we arrive at the passivity conditions of Equations (9)

and (10). Looking at condition g1 ≥ 0, it can be noted that

feed-forward control of the mass reduces the robot inertia

from the view of the feedback controller.

Guideline 2: Avoid force filtering

We apply a low-pass filter to the measured force

Sf = 1

τf s + 1

This makes the virtual dynamics effectively

Y ′
v = YvSf = 1

mvs

1

τf s + 1
= 1

τf mvs2 + mvs

We set ki = 0, since we know that the naive admittance

controller has that requirement for being positive real, and

adding a low-pass filter will make it worse. The apparent

admittance becomes

Ya = 1

s

mvτf s2 + mvs + Kp

h2s2 + h1s+( Kp + br) mv + Kpmps

with h2 =( mr + mps) τf mv and h1 =( ( Kp + br) τf + mr +
mps) mv. This gives positive real condition

n1ω
4 + n2ω

2 ≥ 0, ∀ω

n1 =( Kp + br) m2
vτ

2
f

n2 =( Kp + br) m2
v − Kpmv( mr+( Kp + br) τf )

For passivity we require that n1 ≥ 0 and n2 ≥ 0, which

results in the passivity condition in Equation (11).

Passive physical equivalence of filtered dynamics Note that

first- and second-order filters change accommodation and

stiffness control into admittance control effectively. Con-

sider pure spring virtual dynamics Yv( s) = s/kv in series

with a second-order low-pass filter B2( s) (with cut-off

frequency ωc = 1/τc and relative damping ζ ):

Yv( s) B2( s) = s

kv

1

τ 2
c s2 + 2ζ τcs + 1

= s

m′
vs2 + b′

vs + kv

which is a typical mass–spring–damper admittance form

with apparent virtual inertia m′
v = τ 2

c kv and virtual damping

b′
v = 2ζ τckv.

Similarly, for accommodation control, a first-order low-

pass filter on the measured force will turn the dynamics into

admittance control. Consider pure damping virtual dynam-

ics Yv( s) = 1/bv in series with a first-order low-pass filter

B1( s) (time constant τc):

Yv( s) B1( s) = 1

bv

1

τcs + 1
= 1

m′
vs + bv

which is a typical mass–damper admittance form with

apparent virtual inertia m′
v = τcbv. The same holds true for

virtual dynamics of spring–damper form with a first-order

low-pass filter in series.

Guideline 3: Compensate post-sensor inertia

We generate an additional force reading to counteract the

post-sensor effects

SaẐpss = µcs

τcs + 1
v

We set ki = 0, since it will interfere with passivity, because

we are not changing the inner velocity loop (this assumption

was validated). The apparent admittance becomes

Ya = 1

s

( mvτc) s2+( Kpτc + mv) s + Kp

( mr + mps) mvτcs2 + q1s + q2

with q1 =( ( Kp + br) τc + mr + mps) mv + Kpmpsτc and q2 =
( Kp + br) mv + Kp( mps − µc). For uncoupled stability we

require q2 ≥ 0, which puts an upper bound on the maximum

value for µc.

The positive real condition becomes

r1ω
4 + r2ω

2 ≥ 0, ∀ω

r1 =( Kpmv − Kpmr + brmv) τ 2
c mv

r2 =( Kp + br) m2
v − Kpmv( mr + µc) −K2

pµcτc

For passivity we therefore require that r1 ≥ 0 and r2 ≥ 0.

Condition r1 equals the condition in Equation (7). Con-

dition r2 is an additional constraint. The total condition

is

mv ≥ Kp

Kp + br

( mr + µc) +
K2

p

Kp + br

µc

mv

τc
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If τc → 0, the last part on the right hand side of the equation

drops and we end up with the condition discussed in the

text.

Guideline 4: Use some virtual damping

The virtual dynamics has an additional damping parameter

bv

Yv = 1

mvs + bv

The apparent admittance becomes

Ya = mvs2+( Kp + bv) s + Ki

( mr + mps) mvs3 + t2s2 + t1s + Kibr

with t2 =( mr + mps) ( Kp + bv) +brmv and t1 =( mv +
mps) Ki+( Kp + br) bv.

The uncoupled stability of this system is guaranteed if all

parameters are positive, since the stability condition t2t1 ≥
( mr + mps) mvKibr always holds in that case.

If we set s = jω, the positive real condition is found to be

u1ω
4 + u2ω

2 + u3 ≥ 0, ∀ω

u1 =( Kpmv − Kpmr + brmv) mv

u2 = bv( Kp + bv) ( Kp + br) −Ki( brmv + bvmr)

u3 = Kibv

Therefore, for passivity we require that u1 ≥ 0, u2 ≥ 0, and

u3 ≥ 0. These conditions are discussed in the text. Requir-

ing that all coefficients are at least 0 is somewhat conserva-

tive, because the ω4 and ω0 polynomials could counteract

the active behavior of the ω2 polynomial.

Guideline 5: Modify the velocity reference

Although the virtual dynamics is described by a pure

inertia, the effective virtual dynamics has the form

Y ′
v = kas + 1

mvs

The apparent admittance becomes

Ya = 1

s

( Kpka + mv) s2+( Kp + Kika) s + Ki

v2s2 + v1s+( mv + mps) Ki

with v2 = mrmv + mps( mv + Kpka) and v1 =( Kp +
br) mv+( Kp + Kika) mps.

The positive real condition:

w1ω
4 + w2ω

2 ≥ 0, ∀ω

w1 =( Kp + br) m2
v+

( ( K2
p + brKp − Kimr) ka − kpmr) mv

w2 =( kaKi − br) Kimv

Therefore, for passivity we require that w1 ≥ 0 and w2 ≥ 0.

Guideline 6: Increase velocity loop bandwidth

Apparent admittance:

Ya = 1

s

mvτds3 + x′
2s2+( Kp + Kiτd) s + Ki

( mr + mps) mvτds3 + x2s2 + x1s + x0

with x′
2 = mv + Kd + Kpτd , x2 =( mr + mps) mv+( mv +

mps) Kd+( ( Kp + br) mv + Kpmps) τd , x1 =( Kp + br) mv +
Kpmps + Kiτd( mv + mps) and x0 =( mv + mps) Ki

For stability we demand that (derived from the Routh

array):

x2x1 ≥( mr + mps) mvx0

which always holds for positive parameters.

The positive real condition yields

y1ω
6 + y2ω

4 + y3ω
2 ≥ 0, ∀ω

y1 =( Kd+( Kp + br) τd) τdm2
v−

( Kpτd + Kd) mrmvτd

y2 =( Kp + br) m2
v+

( br( Kd − Kiτ
2
d ) −Kpmr) mv

y3 = −brKimv

Therefore, for passivity we require that all parameters are

positive, and that y1 ≥ 0, y2 ≥ 0, and y3 ≥ 0. Using this

system with non-zero positive integral gain cannot result

in a passive system. The other two passivity conditions are

discussed in the text in Section 6.6.1.

Appendix 4: System with internal compliance

transfer function and positive real conditions

The equations of motion for the system in Figure 14 are

given by

( mrγ
′s + br) v′ =Fc + krFd+

( v − v′) ( ks/s + bs)

mrγ sv =Fext−
mpsvs−( v − v′) ( ks/s + bs)

The equations for Yv, vd remain the same as in Equations

(4) and (5). Equation (6) changes slightly to

Fc = kr

kps + ki

s
( vd − krv

′)

The apparent admittance (felt at the distal mass) is given

by

Ya = v

Fext

= 1

s

z′
4s4 + z′

3s3 + z′
2s2 + z′

1s + z′
0

z4s4 + z3s3 + z2s2 + z1s + z0

with numerator coefficients

z′
4 = mrmv( 1 − γ )

z′
3 =( Kp + br + bs) mv

z′
2 =( Ki + ks) mv + bskpkr

z′
1 = bskikr + kpkrks

z′
0 = kikrks
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and denominator coefficients

z4 = mvm2
r ( γ − γ 2) +mpsmvmr( 1 − γ )

z3 =( ( Kp + br + bs) mps + bsmr+
( Kp + br) γ mr) mv

z2 =( brbs+( Ki + ks) mps + ksmr+
bsKp + γ Kimr) mv + bskpkrmps

z1 =( ( Kp + br) ks + bsKi) mv+
( bski + kpks) krmps

z0 = Kiksmv + kiksmpskr

Since the denominator polynomial is fourth order, there are

two non-trivial conditions to achieve marginal uncoupled

stability

z3z2 − z4z1 = 01 ≥ 0

01z1 − z2
3z0 ≥ 0

These conditions are not insightful and we assume the con-

troller is stable. Stability depends mostly on integral gain ki

and internal stiffness ks.

Setting s = jω we arrive at the positive real condition

ξ1ω
8 + ξ2ω

6 + ξ3ω
4 + ξ4ω

2 ≥ 0, ∀ω

with

ξ1 =( γ 2 − 2γ + 1) bsm
2
r m2

v

ξ2 =( −bski − kpks) m2
r krγ

2+
( kskpmr+( 2mvkr + mr) bski−
bskp( Kp + br) ) mrkrγ+
mvbs( ( Kp + br) ( Kp + br + bs) −2Kimr) −
mrb

2
s kpkr

ξ3 =( ( brks − bsKi) mrkikrγ+
( bsK

2
i +( Kp + br) k2

s ) mv−
( brb

2
s ki + kpmrk

2
s ) kr) mv

ξ4 = −brkikrk
2
s mv

For passivity we therefore require that ξn ≥ 0, n = 1, 2, 3,

and 4. For these conditions it becomes hard to determine

what constitutes a passive design. Only from ξ1 it is required

that γ ≥ 0. Condition ξ4 is the same as Equation (8), stating

that no integral velocity gain can be used to remain passive.




